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I.

Disaster for DeFi protocol:
Nomad loses USD 190 million
Token bridges seem to be rapidly becoming the major chinks in the armour of the decentralised
financial world. In the February 2022 SWITCH Security Report, we announced that hackers had
managed to steal cryptocurrencies worth more than USD 600 million from the Ronin Bridge in
the so-called Axie Infinity Hack. Hackers have now used a bug in the protocol of the Nomad
bridge to steal all of its Wrapped Bitcoins (WBTC), Wrapped Ether (WETH), USD Coin (USDC),
Frax (FRAX), Covalent Query Token (CQT), Hummingbird Governance Token (HBOT), IAGON
(IAG), Dai (DAI), GeroWallet (GERO), Card Starter (CARDS), Saddle DAO (SDL) and Charli3 (C3)
tokens worth approx. USD 190 million.
Token bridges are protocols connecting blockchains for different currencies in order to be able
to swap them for each other, essentially making them the exchange bureaus for
cryptocurrencies. To do this, they run through a sequence of so-called smart contracts based
on classic blockchain logic. Evidently, a configuration error contained in one of the smart
contracts was overlooked by Nomad’s bridge creators, stated Sam Sun, an expert at
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cryptocurrency investment firm Paradigm. According to Sun, this misconfiguration had
resulted in potential attackers needing no specific expertise to exploit the error.
Word of this appears to have spread rapidly. While ‘only’ 100 WBTC worth USD 2.32 million
were stolen in the first attack on 1 August at 11:32 pm CEST, there were reportedly hundreds
of attacks by the end, until ultimately only cryptocurrencies worth around USD 650 were left.
Nomad initially claimed there had been a wave of attacks by friendly white-hat hackers, but
only one has claimed responsibility for an attack so far. The Nomad statement does, however,
somewhat contradict the Nomad team’s statement that they have called in law enforcement
and are working flat out to identify the accounts involved in order to be able to recover the
money. The scant and then contradictory communication seems to stem from the fact that
Nomad has just landed a round of funding from big names in the cryptocurrency industry and
increased its valuation to USD 225 million. Just how much of that figure will be left by the end
of the debacle remains a matter of speculation, as does the question of how much of the
entrusted funds that were lost can be recovered.
Read more:
https://www.switch.ch/export/sites/default/security/.galleries/files/security-reports/SWITCH_Security_Report_2022-02_de.pdf
https://t3n.de/news/nomad-token-bridge-desaster-1489352
https://www.theverge.com/2022/8/2/23288785/nomad-bridge-200-million-chaotic-hack-smart-contract-cryptocurrency
https://news-krypto.de/krypto-news/nomad-bridge-erleidet-190-millionen-dollar-verlust-durch-chaotischen-copy-paste-angriff

II. Certificate withdrawal for Hermit: Google and
Apple respond to analysis of the Italian government
trojan
‘Hermit’ might sound nice and cute at first – but the government trojan hailing from Italian
spyware company RCS Labs is anything but. In reality, in its artfully hidden and devious
maliciousness, it is designed to use the support of mobile phone providers – directly against
their intentions – to spy extensively on smartphones. The surveillance software, with its
modular structure, downloads itself drive-by style from Google’s Play store and Apple’s App
Store and is supremely customisable. Once installed, malware and spyware packages are
repeatedly reloaded, making it just as difficult to detect and remove them as it is to analyse
them.
However, the security researchers from Lookout and Google’s Threat Analysis Group TAG have
now succeeded in doing just that. What they found: the spyware can access the camera,
microphone, calendar, browser and chat apps, intercept audio transmissions and phone calls,
make its own phone calls and entirely take over Android smartphones.
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The researchers say the spyware has already been used by the Kazakh government and Italian
authorities, and is reportedly also in use in northern Syria.
Google and Apple subsequently announced that they would take suitable measures to prevent
Hermit from continuing its malevolent mischief. Among other things, Apple has withdrawn the
security certificate that Hermit used to circumvent the App Store’s security rules.
Read more:
https://financialpost.com/news/retail-marketing/rogue-ads
https://www.der-bank-blog.de/top-ten-bankueberfaelle/fotostrecke/37685133/11
https://t3n.de/news/spyware-google-staatstrojaner-hermit-italien-1481936
https://www.golem.de/news/hermit-apple-widerruft-zertifikat-fuer-italienischen-staatstrojaner-2206-166458.html

III. Track the tracker: AirTags hit the headlines
In the January 2022 SWITCH Security Report, we covered the potential for use and misuse of
trackers, taking Apple’s AirTags as an example. Since then, reports of cases have racked up,
covering the whole gamut from useful to amusing to the disastrous.
Taking the disastrous for starters, two British men were arrested in early August after
specialising in breaking into the homes of owners of Chinese restaurants in London and other
British cities while the latter were working in their restaurants. The crooks use tracking devices
to spy on their victims’ routines, especially absences and home addresses. Unfortunately, the
devices also piped decisive clues to police about the perpetrators’ addresses after one victim
found one of the trackers on his car and handed it over to the police for analysis. This enabled
prosecutors to also discover from the trackers that the duo had assaulted a customs officer in
front of his house in order to steal a gold shipment from him. Altogether, the trackers earned
the duo prison sentences of 15 years, plus three more years for drug offences.
A 41-year-old British stalker was given nine months prison time for spying on his ex’s every
move using an Apple AirTag he had attached to a bulge in her rear bumper.
After his girlfriend broke up with him, he started bombarding her with phone calls. Once the
phone calls were followed by text messages showing that her ex-boyfriend knew her exact
whereabouts, the girlfriend became suspicious, finally discovering the AirTag on the car and
handing it over to the police. They used the tracker to trace the jealous ex-lover, arrest him
and take him to court. The court deemed the offence of stalking as proven and handed the
‘trackie’ a nine-month prison sentence.
On www.autoevolution.com (link below), apart from a US AirTag stalking story, there are more
links to reports about both the good and bad sides of AirTags.
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To coincide with the summer suitcase chaos – with Bloomberg reporting 238,000 mishandled
suitcases in US air travel alone in May 2022 – two more (suit)cases deserve mention here: an
AirTag in a suitcase enabled its owner to track the journey of his handmade Scottish kilt from
California via Toronto to Edinburgh, back to Toronto and via Memphis back to California, while
the owner himself was in Glasgow for his cousin’s wedding.
In Florida, an AirTag in a traveller’s suitcase led the Sheriff of Okaloosa to an airline contractor
at Destin-Fort Walton Beach Airport who had stolen valuables from travellers’ suitcases. One
of the victims had reported to authorities that her suitcase had been classified as lost or stolen
after it failed to arrive at her destination, but the AirTag in the suitcase was still sending signals
from a neighbouring location. The sheriff then started an investigation, resulting in the
perpetrator’s arrest.
Read more:
https://futurezone.at/digital-life/raeuber-tracker-straftaten-kriminelle-detektiv-adressen-auto/402107799
https://www.autoevolution.com/news/airtag-mischievously-planted-on-womans-car-proves-not-even-apple-can-stop-the-madness-193498.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2022-07-25/apple-airtag-travelers-confront-baggage-chaos-with-luggage-trackers
https://eu.nwfdailynews.com/story/news/2022/08/11/airline-worker-accused-stealing-over-16-k-luggage-vps-airport/10301061002

IV. Who is lord of the Rings? Dubious new TV show
exploits footage from Amazon Ring security
cameras
Faced with all-out competition, media outlets need three things above all else: content,
content, content! No wonder, then, that footage from car or motorbike dashcams, after
starting their careers as YouTube and Instagram feeds, can now be found in TV shows boasting
varying degrees of amusement.
But novelty is king when it comes to generating the most attention, even for media companies.
So, MGM Productions, owned by Amazon, is set to air a new show from 26 September hosted
by famous actress Wanda Sykes (The Chris Rock Show, Will & Grace, Black-ish), featuring
footage taken by Amazon Ring security cameras at thousands of front doors of Ring users: Ring
Nation will show ‘incredible, hilarious and uplifting viral moments from around the country’,
claim MGM.
Whether the Ring camera owners will be asked for their consent to broadcast the footage from
their cameras is unclear. But many are already sharing the footage from their cameras with
more than 2,200 police stations across the country via an internet platform. And Ring staff
have long monitored the camera feeds and reported situations they judged to be lifethreatening to the authorities.
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The new programme will now allow Amazon to further exploit the recordings – synergies that,
in light of the USD 8.5 billion acquisition of MGM in the first half of the year and another billion
for the integration of Ring in 2018, are surely not unintentional.
Read more:
https://techcrunch.com/2022/08/11/ring-video-show-amazon-surveillance-wanda-sykes
https://futurezone.at/digital-life/amazon-mgm-tv-show-aufnahmen-ring-ueberwachung-tuerklingel-kameras/402108048
https://deadline.com/2022/08/wanda-sykes-host-syndicated-viral-video-show-ring-doorbell-technology-1235089510

This SWITCH security report was written by Dieter Brecheis and Frank Herberg.
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